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Book Cover

Title

Author

1973 : rock at the crossroads

Jackson, Andrew Grant

A little me

Roloff, Amy

All the rage : mothers, fathers, and the myth of equal
partnership

Lockman, Darcy
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Book Cover

Title

A man named Dave : a story of triumph and forgiveness

A new model : what confidence, beauty, and power really look
like

Author

Pelzer, David J.

Graham, Ashley

AOC : fighter, phenom, change maker

Gupta, Prachi

Aphrodita : cuentos, recetas y otros afrodisiacos

Allende, Isabel

Before and after the book deal : a writer's guide to finishing,
publishing, promoting and surviving

Maum, Courtney
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Book Cover
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Beginner's guide to screen printing : 12 beautiful printing
projects with templates

Author

Lacy, Erin

Beholding and becoming : the art of everyday worship

Chou Simons, Ruth

Better : a surgeon's notes on performance

Gawande, Atul

Big dreams, daily joys : get things done, make space for what
matters, achieve your dreams

Body love every day : choose your life-changing 21-day path
to food freedom

Cripe, Elise Blaha

LeVeque, Kelly
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Boundaries : when to say yes, how to say no to take control
of your life

Boys & sex : young men on hookups, love, porn, consent, and
navigating the new masculinity

Author

Cloud, Henry

Orenstein, Peggy

Call sign chaos : learning to lead

Mattis, James N.

Canada

Voormeij, Lisa

Career rookie : a get-it-together guide for grads, students
and career newbies

Vermunt, Sarah
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Author

Careers in psychology : opportunities in a changing world

Kuther, Tara L.

Carolina bays : wild, mysterious, and majestic landforms

Clark, Robert C.

Celebrity ghosts and notorious hauntings

Jones, Marie D.

Chasing the bright side : embrace optimism, activate your
purpose, and write your own story

Complications : a surgeon's notes on an imperfect science

Ekstrom, Jess

Gawande, Atul
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Title

Connect first : 52 simple ways to ignite success, meaning, and
joy at work

Cook once eat all week : 26 weeks of gluten-free, affordable
meal prep to preserve your time & sanit

Cosy : the British art of comfort

Dear girls : intimate tales, untold secrets & advice for living
your best life

Diamond Doris : The true story of the world's most notorious
jewel thief

Author

Katzman, Melanie

Garcia, Cassy Joy

Weir, Laura

Wong, Ali

Payne, Doris
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Author

Disney's land

Snow, Richard

Displacement

Knisley, Lucy

Double crossed : the missionaries who spied for the US during
the Second World War

Ecstasy and terror : from the Greeks to Game of thrones

Eightysomethings : a practical guide to letting go, aging well,
and finding unexpected happiness

Sutton, Matthew Avery

Mendelsohn, Daniel Adam

Esty, Katharaine C
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Title

El secreto de la felicidad : gozo duradero en un mundo de
comparaciones, decepciones y expectativas

Emotional advantage : embracing all your feelings to create a
life you love

Epstein : dead men tell no tales : spies, lies & blackmail

Esta bien que no estes bien : afrontar el duelo y la perdida en
una cultura que no los comprende

Author

Lucado, Max

Taran, Randy

Howard, Dylan

Devine, Megan
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Title

Failure to launch : why your twentysomething hasn't grown
up...and what to do about it

Father of lions : one man's remarkable quest to save the Mosul
Zoo

Author

McConville, Mark

Callaghan, Louise

Finding meaning : the sixth stage of grief

Kessler, David

Fodor's Chicago

Aiglon, Kelly
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Author

Fodor's essential France

Fodor's Travel

Fodor's essential Spain

Frayer, Lauren

Fodor's Italy

UNKNOWNAUTHOR

Fodor's South Florida

Liss, Sara
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For the love of men : a new vision for mindful masculinity

From Russia with blood : the Kremlin's ruthless assassination
program and Vladimir Putin's secret wa

Goldmine record album price guide

Healthy habits suck : how to get off the couch & live a
healthy life... even if you don't want to

How to hold a grudge : from resentment to contentment : the
power of grudges to transform your life

Author

Plank, Liz

Blake, Heidi

Thompson, Dave

Lee-Baggley, Danya

Hannah, Sophie
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Book Cover

Title

Hymns of the Republic : the story of the final year of the
American Civil War

Author

Gwynne, S. C

J.K. Lasser's your income tax

J.K. Lasser Tax Institute

Journeys : an American story

Skafidas, Mary

Kintsugi : the Japanese art of embracing the imperfect and
loving your flaws

Navarro, Tomas
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Title

La magia de estar presente : sin caos, estable y consciente

Life after suicide : finding courage, comfort & community
after unthinkable loss

Author

DomInguez, Ana Paula

Ashton, Jennifer

Life in a cold climate : Nancy Mitford : the biography

Thompson, Laura

Making comics : celestial activity : hand ; eye

Barry, Lynda

Martha Stewart's organizing : the manual for bringing order
to your life, home & routines

Stewart, Martha
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Title

Medieval bodies : life and death in the Middle Ages

Me & my 18" doll : sew 20+ matching outfits, accessories &
quilts for the girl in your life

Milk Street : the new rules : recipes that will change the way
you cook

More than enough : claiming space for who you are (no matter
what they say)

Murder in Rat Alley : a Sam Blackman mystery

Author

Hartnell, Jack

Hentzel, Erin

Kimball, Christopher

Welteroth, Elaine

De Castrique, Mark
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Author

Mythology : timeless tales of gods and heroes

Hamilton, Edith

Napkin finance : build your wealth in 30 seconds or less

Hay, Tina

No god but God : the origins, evolution, and future of Islam

Aslan, Reza

No hard feelings : the secret power of embracing emotions at
work

North Carolina murder & mayhem

Fosslien, Liz

Jackson, Richard
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Author

Occupational outlook handbook

United States

Occupational outlook handbook

UNKNOWNAUTHOR

Psychiatry: a very short introduction

Burns, Tom

Raising boys who respect girls : upending locker room
mentality, blind spots, and unintended sexism

Willis, Dave
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Book Cover

Title

Rick Steves Europe through the back door : the travel skills
handbook

Sam Houston and the Alamo Avengers : the Texas victory that
changed American history

Seeing science : an illustrated guide to the wonders of the
universe

She came to slay : the life and times of Harriet Tubman

Silver, sword, and stone : three crucibles of the Latin
American story

Author

Steves, Rick

Kilmeade, Brian

Gottlieb, Iris

Dunbar, Erica Armstrong

Arana, Marie
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Book Cover

Title

Skilled trade professionals : a practical career guide

Skoolie! : how to convert a school bus or van into a tiny home
or recreational vehicle

Author

Collins, Corbin

Sutherland, Will

Snow : a scientific and cultural exploration

Whittell, Giles

Something greater : finding triumph over trials

White, Paula

Something new : tales from a makeshift bride

Knisley, Lucy
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Book Cover

Title

Southern women : more than 100 stories of innovators,
artists, and icons

Spying on whales : the past, present, and future of earth's
most awesome creatures

Start by believing : Larry Nassar's crimes, the institutions
that enabled him, and the brave women w

Surviving schizophrenia : a family manual

Talking to strangers: what we should know about the people
we don't know

Author

Heckert, Amanda

Pyenson, Nick

Barr, John

Torrey, E. Fuller

Gladwell, Malcolm
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Book Cover

Title

Tell me more : stories about the 12 hardest things I'm learning
to say

Ten to zen

The bipolar disorder survival guide : what you and your family
need to know

The body : a guide for occupants

The boy who felt too much : how a renowned neuroscientist
and his son changed our image of autism fo

Author

Corrigan, Kelly

O'Kane, Owen

Miklowitz, David Jay

Bryson, Bill

Wagner, Lorenz
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Book Cover

Title

The call of the wild and free : reclaiming wonder in your child's
education

The collagen diet : a 28-day plan for sustained weight loss,
glowing skin, grea

The Crown. Volume 1 : the official companion : Elizabeth II,
Winston Churchill, and the making of a

The crown. Volume 2 : the official companion : political
scandal, personal struggle, and the years t

Author

Arment, Ainsley

Axe, Josh

Lacey, Robert

Lacey, Robert
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Book Cover

Title

The devil in the white city : murder, magic, and madness at
the fair that changed America

Author

Larson, Erik

The ecology book

Juniper, Tony

The fall of Richard Nixon : a reporter remembers Watergate

Brokaw, Tom

The forks over knives plan : how to transition to the lifesaving, whole-food, plant-based diet

The great pretender : the undercover mission that changed
our understanding of madness

Pulde, Alona

Cahalan, Susannah
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Book Cover

Title

The illustrated histories of everyday inventions : discover the
true stories behind the world's 64 m

The impeachment report : the House Intelligence Committee's
report on its investigation into Donald

Author

Hetherington, Laura

Meacham, Jon

The indispensable composers : a personal guide

Tommasini, Anthony

The infinite game

Sinek, Simon

The Jesus I never knew

Yancey, Philip
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Title

The manager mom epidemic : how American moms got stuck
doing everything for their families and what

The narcissist in your life : recognizing the patterns and
learning to break free

The official Downton Abbey cookbook

The pioneer woman cooks : the new frontier : 112 fantastic
favorites for everyday eating

The poisoner's handbook : murder and the birth of forensic
medicine in Jazz Age New York

Author

Phelan, Thomas W.

Hall, Julie L

Gray, Annie

Drummond, Ree

Blum, Deborah
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Book Cover

Title

The power of bad : how the negativity effect rules us and how
we can rule it

The power of favor : the force that will take you where you
can't go on your ow

The power of showing up : how parental presence shapes who
our kids become and how their brains get

Author

Tierney, John

Osteen, Joel

Siegel, Daniel J.

The season : a social history of the debutante

Richardson, Kristen

The silver spoon. Pasta

UNKNOWNAUTHOR
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Book Cover
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The truth about animals : stoned sloths, lovelorn hippos, and
other tales from the wild side of wild

The ultimate guide to intermittent fasting : burn fat quickly
with the mini-fast diet

The weaving explorer : ingenious techniques, accessible tools
& creative projects with yarn, paper

Author

Cooke, Lucy

Whitaker, Julian M.

Jarchow, Deborah

The woman's hour : the great fight to win the vote

Weiss, Elaine F.

The yellow house

Broom, Sarah M.
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Book Cover

Title

Tiny habits : the small changes that change everything

Treating people well : how to master social skills and thrive in
everything you do

Triggered : how the left thrives on hate and wants to silence
us

Understanding teenage anxiety : a parent's guide to
improving your teen's mental health

Vietnam photographs from North Carolina veterans : the
memories they brought home

Author

Fogg, B. J.

Berman, Lea

Trump, Donald

Browne, Jennifer

Tucker, Martin
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Book Cover
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Wake up to what matters : a guide to Tibetan Buddhism for
the next generation

When antidepressants aren't enough : harnessing the power
of mindfulness to alleviate depression

When kids ask hard questions : faith-filled responses for
tough topics

When you Kant figure it out, ask a philosopher : timeless
wisdom for modern dilemmas

Author

Avikrita Vajra Sakya

Eisendrath, Stuart J.

Jackson, Karen Ware

Robert, Marie
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Book Cover

Title

Whole again : healing your heart and rediscovering your true
self after toxic relationships and emot

Why I still believe : a former atheist's reckoning with the bad
reputation Christians give a good Go

Wilmington's lie : the murderous coup of 1898 and the rise of
white supremacy

Witch hunt : the story of the greatest mass delusion in
American political history

Author

MacKenzie, Jackson

Sharp, Mary Jo

Zucchino, David

Jarrett, Gregg
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With all due respect : defending America with grit and grace

Haley, Nikki

World War II : map by map

Adams, Simon

Worn on this day : the clothes that made history

Chrisman-Campbell, Kimberly
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